Rate of speech (ROS) is a very important factor in speech recognition. In this paper we present a new speech rate measure method which first normalizes the duration of different acoustic units to standard duration and then builds atrigram duration model to measure the speech rate of sentence. We propose two methods based on the standard duration to compensate the influence introduced by speech rate variation in data corpus and get 11% error rate reduction in mandarin digit string recognition
lNTRODUCTION
Acoustic model aims at finding the probabilistic behavior of the given observation sequence. However, most of acoustic models tend to decompose the segment of observation sequence into frame based unit and measure them in a dependent way due to the limitation of mdel complexity and parameter estimation, such as the statebased measure in HMM [2] or region-based measure in SSM [I] . These assumptions lose the information about the whole segment more or less. They are compromises between tine modeling ability and low complexity of model. A good way to compensate these weak points is to use the segmental level information, which can be defined as the effect ofdifferent combinations ofenergy, Fa, and duration produced on spoken language. These features highly relate to the whole segment and are useful complements for the traditional acoustic feature. Another advantage of these features is that they usually have simple structure or representation, so we can use more complex model to describe them without increasing too nuch load to the system. In this paper, we will focus on using duration information to detect the speech rate and improve the recognition results. The performance of a speech recognition system dramatically degrades when the speech rate is different from the average speech rate in training corpus. The speech rate is highly correlative to the duration sequence of acoustic unit (syllable, word etc.) in the sentence. However, it is not the case that duration in fast speech rate is simply shorter than that in sbw speech rate even for the same acoustic unit [4] . Many speech phenomena, such as the acoustic unit identity of current segment and its surrounding segments, stresdunstressed property of segments, sentence/ phrase prominence, within-phrase position, etc., had been proposed as factors that contribute to the variation of segmental duration [6] . Martinez F. et al [5] have presented a speech rate measure method based on duration of each phone. They first get the ratios of phone duration to the average duration and then measure speech rate by average performance of these ratios. N. Morgan et al [q estimate ROS directly from the waveform or acoustic features of the input utterance. A new method is proposed to measure the speech rate in this paper, which builds context model on the duration sequence in order to reveal the variation of duration in the sequence. We first normalize the duration of different acoustic units to standard duration and then build a context duration model to measure the speech rate of sentence. Then we propose two methods based on the standard duration to compensate the influence introduced by speech rate variation in speech corpus.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we will introduce the experiments environment. Trigram model on duration will be presented in section 3. The speech rate classifier and compensation techniques will be proposed in next two sections. Finally, in section 6 we give our conclusions and future work in this area.
MANDARIN DIGIT S W G DATABASE
Our methods are verified on a Mandarin digit string recognition system The Mandarin digit string database used for experiments includes 5 5 males and each one has 80 utterances. The length of each utterance varies from 1 to 7 digits and the average length is 4. The vocabulary is 0-780~-8678-7/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE'0" to " 9" and " yiao" ("yiao" is the variation of "I"). Statistical results show that all digits have the same probability to be uttered, and the different connections of digits are considered and balanced. At the mean time, positions (start/middle/end) of digit in the string are balanced too [7] . We take the data of first 40 speakers as the training set and the remaining I5 speakers as the test set.
TRIGRAM DURATIONMODEL
The N-gram models are successfully applied in language model, which can capture the constraints within the language by simply conditioning the probability of a word on a small fixed number of predecessors. We extend this property of Ngram to grasp the relation among durations in a sentence. Given three succeeded segments 123, where I is the first segment and 3 is the last segment, the correspondent durations are I,, i2,[, separately and their corresponding acoustic units are %,a,,%; the duration probability of segment followed segment sequence
. .
where n is acoustic unit set, is the maximum duration.
This idea is clear, however, we need to deal with a main problem: the sparseness of the data. In our digital recognition system, there are 1 I digit models and a silence model. It needs to count every possible trigram duration probability appeared in utterance, so we should get Comparing with the trigram in language model, there is an extra I, in this model, which is always beyond 30 for mandarin digit words. So these smoothingmethods are still not enough for our case. A possible way is to normalize the duration of different digits to standard duration and eliminate the deviation introduced hy different digits. We classify the duration of each digit segment sets evenly into K standard duration levels by their real length. The standard duration transition probability can be computed as follow:
Transform the segment duration into standard duration:
is the ratio that duration l mapping to standard duration f .
N ( l , a ) = gc(t,a)
where %@is a function that counts the occurrences of a with duration t in training corpus and N ( b ) is the ,=I (2) where P (t I i, i) is the probability of duration t preceded by standard duration whereA is valid duration trigram set in training corpus and B is valid duration bigram set in training corpus.
The constraints to the segment durations arz only decided by the standard durations they transfer to and the specific digit model of the durations can be ignored in (7). By this way, the number of probability needed can be reduced tOK'. The position of the segment in the utterance is main factor that influence the length of duration. In experiments, we set the threshold to IO frames.
SPEECHRATECLASSIFIER
The speech rates of digit strings are sorted by utterance duration to 3 levels: fast (O), average (I) andslow (2). Then we build 3 duration trigram models for these 3 levels separately. Figure 1 is the duration trajectories of duration; the other is the standard duration. The number of standard duration level for this experiment is 40. The trajectories below are similar for the same digit string and the trend is more obvious in the standard duration trajectory than in original duration trajectory. 
Jl =ma$Jz +InMC la)](n-r)+In[P(a)]+c)
where C is the segment penalty cost. The speech rate measure method we proposed above need to pre-know the segment of the acoustic unit. It is a problem for HMM based system before getting the recognition results; however, SM can produce the duration information while decoding the observation sequence. So it is better to realize the compensation methods based on a SM system. The baseline we used in this work is a stochastic segment model based system (SSM). Details of this model please refer to [l] . There are 40 regions for each reference md 10 mixture components for each region. The number of standard duration level is
60.
The penalty cost C in (9) highly relates to the speech rate in SM. See Table 2 . Large penalty cost can reduce the insertion error rate and in the mean time increase the deletion error rate, and vice versa In conventional SM system, the penalty cost is a constant value and can't adjust by thevariation of speech rate. Two methods based on dynamic adjusting the penalty cost to compensate the variation of speech rate have been examined Table 1 The distribution of speech rate diiTerence labeled by original utterance duration and trigram contei duration model in different number of standard duration
Soft Integrating
The first is a two-pass method. The speech rate is predicted by the segment sequence obtained in the first pass and the penalty cost C is adjusted to the corresponding levelto get the final results by second pass. The penalty cost for the first pass sets to slow speech rate: -loo0 and the penalty msts for 3 speech rate (fast, average and slow) are -1000, -2000 and -3000 separately. An adjusting parameterlis used to balance the duration errors introduced by penalty cost of slow speech rate. The function (6) is modified as: i3 ,a, I i,, a, The second method integrates the trigram value into segment score directly so the decoding procedure of recognition can get help from the trigram duration model. However, it can greatly increase be complexity of the algorithm, since the optimal result at current time point is relating to the recognition results of the preceding two segments. We approximately take the trigram duration probability at current point which is only influence to the current segment and integrate this value just as the segmental penalty cost does.
c'=c+p,.y (12)
where P m is the score for current duration trigram and Y is acontrol parameter, C sets to the average speech rate:
We also can take the Nhest list to approximately solve this problem by rescoling the Nbest candidate segment sequence and choosing the hest result. In experiment Y is 5 m . HDI method achieves best performance in test, which reduces 11% error comparing with the baseline system
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we give a new method to predict the rate of speech by considering the relations between durations in a sentence and develop two approaches for speech recognition to compensate the influence introduced by variation of speech rate. These compensation methods accommodate the speech rate of utterance by adjusting the segment cost factor and achieve 110% error reduction in recognition.
Our future work will concentrate on the improvement of both the speech rate classifier based on duration's relation and the corresponding compensation techniques. Such as we can build trigram duration model for the acoustic units with similarity in duration connection relation separately and not build a trigram duration model the whole acoustic unit set. The criteria to class the acoustic unit set is still unknown and need further study. With respect to compensation techniques, using the segment penalty cost to adjust the speech rate is only aprimary method. More Table 4 Hard Directly Integrating O r ) methods vs. N.
best method parameters and models considered when pre-knowing the speech rate may achieve better results.
